
Changed part 2: Symptomatic 
Galatians 5:18-21                           04.19.15 
 
Driving thought: Symptoms that we can’t heal show our need of a Savior.  
 
Symptoms that reveal the need for a savior (the works of the flesh): 
v.19 the works of the flesh are evident/manifest: clearly visible to everyone who sees you as you 
really are.  
• Sexual immorality: sex before or outside of heterosexual marriage. 
• Impurity: state of moral corruption; a default of twisted thinking.  
• Sensuality: self-abandonment to perverted actions and thoughts.  
• Idolatry: creating a god to suit your sins. 
• Sorcery: attempting to bypass God through Satanic activity. 
• Enmity: living with hostility to others and unease with God. 
• Strife: consistently arguing with others and being in conflict with God. 
• Jealousy: threatened by the success of others. 
• Outbursts of anger: consistent eruption of unstable and damaging emotions. 
• Rivalries: consistent agenda to be #1 no matter the cost. 
• Dissensions: dividing people through conflict vs. bringing peace. 
• Divisions/factions: opinionated over non-essential issues which produces cliques.  
• Envy: jealousy in action. 
• Drunkenness: alcohol is in command instead of Jesus. 
• Orgies/partying: guilt-producing activities that usually follow alcohol.  
 
What’s the result?  
A: “I warn you, as I warned you before, that those who do such things will not inherit the 
kingdom of God” (5:21). 
 
How should I respond? 
•                             my need for a savior and begin to follow Jesus – 5:16 
 
 
• Walk by the Spirit and you will not                    the desires of the flesh. 
How? Actively                    Jesus. When you’re running to Him you’re simultaneously running 
from sin.  
 
Martin Luther, “Let Christians, then, endeavor to avoid the works of the flesh, but the desires or 
lusts of the flesh they cannot avoid.”1 
 
 
Key: Acknowledge/gratify/pursue 
 
 

                                       
1 Martin Luther, Commentary on Galatians (Grand Rapids: Kregel Publications, 1979), 344. 
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How should I respond? 
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• Walk by the Spirit and you will not gratify the desires of the flesh. 
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Martin Luther, “Let Christians, then, endeavor to avoid the works of the flesh, but the desires or 
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2 Martin Luther, Commentary on Galatians (Grand Rapids: Kregel Publications, 1979), 344. 


